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UAV Caching in 6G Networks: A Survey on

Models, Techniques, and Applications

Trung Q. Duong, Kyeong Jin Kim, Zeeshan Kaleem, Minh-Phung Bui, and

Nguyen-Son Vo∗

Abstract

The rapid development road map of 6G networks has posed a new set of challenges to both

industrial and academic sectors. On the one hand, it needs more disruptive technologies and solutions

for addressing the threefold issues including enhanced mobile broadband, massive machine-type com-

munications, and ultra-reliable and low-latency communications. On the other hand, the ever-massive

number of mobile users and Internet of Things devices conveys the hug volume of traffic throughout

the 6G networks. In this context, caching is one of the most feasible technologies and solutions that

does not require any system architecture changes nor costly investments, while significantly improve the

system performance, i.e., quality of service and resource efficiency. Ground caching models deployed

at macro base stations, small-cell base stations, and mobile devices have been successfully studied and

currently extended to the air done by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to deal with the challenges of

6G networks. This paper provides a comprehensive survey of UAV caching models, techniques, and

applications in 6G networks. In particular, we first investigate the entire picture of caching models

moving from the ground to the air as well as the related surveys on UAV communications. Then, we

introduce a typical UAV caching system and describe how it works in connection with all types of

the transceivers, end users, and applications and services (A&Ss). After that, we present the recent

advancements and analyses of the UAV caching models and common system performance metrics.

Furthermore, the UAV caching with assisted techniques, UAV caching-enabled mechanisms, and UAV
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caching A&Ss are discussed to demonstrate the role of UAV caching system in 6G networks. Finally, we

highlight the ongoing challenges and potential research directions toward UAV caching in 6G networks.

Index Terms

6G networks, UAV communications with caching, UAV networks, UAV caching optimisation frame-

work.

I. INTRODUCTION

The state-of-the-art 5G networks have been launched and applied to many sectors in the

whole social and economic lives. In this context, enormous mobile users (MUs), Internet of

Things (IoT) devices, machines, vehicles, augmented reality (AR)/virtual reality (VR) users, i.e.,

hereafter the end users (EUs), request more applications and services (A&Ss). In the upcoming

years, we will witness the proliferation of both EUs and A&Ss, i.e., 12.3 billion of mobile

devices and connections using nearly 300 million of A&Ss [1], [2]. They will require high

quality of experience (QoE), ultra-reliable and low-latency communications (URLLC), security

and privacy, and intensive computational capability, while consuming massive system resources.

For example, it is easy to see that the move of fixed AR/VR users embedded 360o navigable

scenes to MUs and the demand of remote and high-mobility communications have been posing

a set of challenges to the mobile service providers [3]. Immediately, 6G networks get studied to

fulfill and prepare for what 5G networks could not do.

It is anticipated that 6G networks will appear in 2030 to further break the limits of 5G networks

on data rate, latency, reliability, service availability, connected devices per square kilometer,

coverage, etc. To do so, one of the key missions is conveying 6G networks to the sky by exploiting

a flying platform of satellites and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [4]. In this context, the 6G

frequency range will be expanded from 100GHz to 1THz to gain a data rate up to 1Tbps that

is fifty times higher than 5G. In addition, a disruptive system design of digital twin that will

promise to combine the enormous benefits of THz band, artificial intelligence, and big data,

is once again to significantly reduce the latency to 0.1ms, i.e., ten times lower than 5G. This

way will provide the future 6G networks with a heterogeneous and adaptable architecture in

which the flying platform is considered as a pillar of strength to be integrated alongside THz

technologies and digital twin.
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However, there always exists an inherent problem in any generations of wireless technologies

and networks that is the non-stop proliferation of EUs requesting various A&Ss with the ever

high data rate and computational capability. This in turn causes an extreme congestion at the

backhaul links of all tiers in 6G networks. One of the most potential solutions in all development

road maps of 6G networks for the congestion problem is equipping high speed backhaul links

and powerful computing servers, but costly investments and system architecture changes needed.

Meanwhile, these solutions can be alternated by task caching and content caching techniques that

can simultaneously utilise the existing system infrastructure (keeping unchanged for cost savings)

and satisfy the EUs (improving the QoE) [5]. In fact, the term ”cache” was originally applied to

computer systems. It is a very fast access memory to store data and/or computing algorithms that

are frequently reused to improve the system performance. Recently, caching techniques have been

extended to mobile communication systems and drawn significant attention from researchers in

both academic and industrial communities. The caching techniques aim to bring the computing

and content services closer to the EUs. This way can increase the service availability and reduce

the system bandwidth usage, latency, and congestion. The caching techniques have been deployed

in the static ground stations, i.e., the contents and completed computing tasks are cached in the

macro base stations (MBSs), the small-cell base stations (SBSs), and the EUs themselves, and

then rapidly moving to the dynamic air stations of UAVs, to benefit the Internet service providers

(ISPs) and the content providers (CPs) as well as to meet the high demand of EUs for A&Ss.

In static ground caching scenario, the caching techniques exploit available storage resource

of mobile devices, SBSs, and MBSs to bring the requested contents closer to the EUs ( [6], [7]

and references therein). In this way, the caching techniques can mitigate the congestion at the

backhaul links of the MBSs and SBSs; serve the EUs high QoE (i.e., high hit rate, seamless

playback, high playback quality, and low quality fluctuation) and URLLC; as well as conserve

the caching storage, energy, and spectrum resources. However, in many urban areas covered

by dense skyscrapers and in mission-critical communications, the contents cached in the static

ground base stations cannot be successfully delivered to the EUs, especially the EUs in crowded

hotspots, in high speed vehicular networks [8], [9], and in non-functional areas [10].

In dynamic air caching scenario, the EUs are served more efficiently by flexible base stations in

which the UAVs can cache the popular contents in advance. Then, following an optimal trajectory,

the UAVs fly closer to the EUs to deliver the cached contents. In this way, the UAVs can exploit

the better environment-induced line-of-sight (LoS) propagation and grasp the behavior patterns,
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TABLE I: Detailed Comparison with other Relevant Surveys

Other surveys on UAVs UAV caching

Areas Topic Ref. System Taxonomy Models Metrics T&M A&Ss

General

Important issues [11]

Applications, challenges, and open problems [12] +

Potential, challenges, and technologies [13]

Motivations, applications, and challenges [14] +

Applications and challenges [15] + +

Challenges, innovations, and advancements [16]

Practical aspects, standard advancements, [17] + +

regulation, and security challenges

Recent advances and future trends [18], [19] + +

Attack prevention, detection, and recovery [20]

Specific
Channel models [21]–[23]

Cognition [24] +

Mobile edge networks [25], [26] + +

MEC [27] +

UAV-to-X communications [28] +

EE perspective [29]

Spectrum management [30]

5G mmWave [31] +

Routing protocols [32]–[34]

Secure communications [35], [36] + +

Relaying networks [37]

Softwarization [38] + +

Civil applications and challenges [39] +

Agriculture requirements and challenges [40]

Our specific survey on UAV caching X X X X X X
Note: Covered (X), partially covered (+).

e.g., mobility, content interest, social relationship, and density, of the associated EUs. As a result,

the UAV caching techniques assist the ISPs and CPs with higher operating performance and the

EUs with much higher data rate, latency, reliability, service availability, connected devices per

square kilometer, and coverage. In this way, the models, techniques, and applications of UAV

caching become an important part of the flying platform in many 6G communication scenarios

that cannot work well with the static ground platform. The problem here is that when moving

to the sky, the UAV caching has not been studied completely to form an integrity system that
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can seamlessly connect to and play its part in the 6G networks to serve the EUs the best A&Ss.

It can be seen that there is an urgent need to make a comprehensive survey on UAV caching

models, techniques, and applications for the convenient development of the future 6G networks.

A detailed comparison between our survey and others is presented in Table I. In particular,

recent surveys on UAVs in 5G and 6G networks have categorised into general and specific

areas. The general areas include some important issues such as benefits, characteristics, types,

routing algorithms, and energy efficiency (EE) [11]; motivations, potential, applications, chal-

lenges, promising technologies, and open problems [12]–[16]; practical aspects, standardization

advancements, regulation, and security challenges [17]; advances and trends [18], [19]; and attack

prevention, detection, and recovery [20]. The other specific areas of UAVs are channel models

[21]–[23], cognition [24], mobile edge networks [25], [26], mobile edge computing (MEC) [27],

UAV-to-X communications [28], EE perspective [29], spectrum management [30], 5G mmWave

[31], routing protocols [32]–[34], secure communications [35], [36], relaying networks [37],

softwarization of UAV networks [38], civil applications and challenges [39], and agriculture

applications, requirements, and challenges [40]. We can observe in Table I that the surveys on

the general areas of UAVs have been well investigated. Some of them may include the specific

areas, but they do not conduct a comprehensive analysis of UAV caching. Meanwhile, none of

the specific areas studies the integrity of UAV caching, i.e., system, taxonomy, models, metrics,

techniques and mechanisms (T&M), and A&Ss.

In this paper, based on the crucial role of UAV caching aforementioned and to fulfill the specific

issues about UAVs in 6G networks, we conduct a survey on state-of-the-art UAV caching in terms

of models, techniques, and applications. The survey organisation of UAV caching and the related

topics are illustrated in Fig 1. The common acronyms used in this survey are summarized in

Table II. The major contributions of the paper in association with the related topics are presented

as follows:

• UAV caching system and taxonomy: This topic provides the readers with a comprehensive

UAV caching system and its taxonomy. Without loss of generality, the UAV caching system

is covered within a cellular cell consisting of all the transceivers (e.g, EUs, RSUs, SBSs,

MBS), links, contents, tasks, and A&Ss. The system describes how the transceivers can

communicate with each other; how the emerging techniques and mechanisms can work

with and be enabled by the UAV caching; and how the contents, tasks, and A&Ss are

cached and delivered to the EUs. In addition, the taxonomy shows the readers an entire
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Fig. 1: Survey framework and major topics.

picture of the UAV caching in terms of key solutions and important performance metrics.

The details are presented in Section II.

• UAV caching models and performance metrics: To design the UAV caching system, we need

to understand its models and performance metrics. The topic of models and metrics enables

us to formulate the system, e.g., in closed-form expressions and optimisation problems,
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TABLE II: List of Acronyms

Acronym Description

A&Ss Applications and Services

AR Augmented Reality

ATA Air-to-Air

ATG Air-to-Ground

CDN Content Distribution Network

CHR Content-Cache-Hit-Rate

CP Content Provider

CPU Central Processing Unit

D2D Device-to-Device

EC Edge Cloud

EE Energy Efficiency

EH Energy Harvesting

eMBB Enhanced Mobile Broadband

EUs End Users

FANETs Flying Ad-hoc Networks

FXL Fixed Location

IA Interference Alignment

IoT Internet of Things

IR Industrial Revolution

ISP Internet Service Provider

ISTR Intelligence, Surveillance, Search and Rescue,

Target Tracking, and Reconnaissance

ITU International Telecommunication Union

LAR Long-term Average Revenue

LoS/NLoS Line-of-Sight/Non-LoS

MBS Macro Base Station

MEC Mobile Edge Computing

Acronym Description

mMTC Massive Machine-type Communications

MS Mode Selection

MU Mobile User

NE Nash Equilibrium

NoE Number of EUs

NOMA Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access

NoU Number of UAVs

OFL Optimal Flying Location

QoE Quality of Experience

QoS Quality of Service

RAD Random Deployment

RE Resource Efficiency

RSU Road-Side Unit

SBS Small-cell Base Station

SDU Software-Defined UAV

SE Spectrum Efficiency

SIC Successive Interference Cancelation

SINR Signal-to-Interference Plus Noise Ratio

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SR Secrecy Rate

T&M Techniques and Mechanisms

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UECN UAV Edge Computing Network

URLLC Ultra-Reliable & Low-Latency Communications

VANETs Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks

VR Virtual Reality

WSNs Wireless Sensor Networks

and then analyse for further optimisation designs in 6G networks. These UAV caching

models (i.e., content caching, task caching, and task/content popularity) and performance

metrics (i.e., trajectory, channel and transmission, capacity, coverage, delay, and energy

consumption) are detailed in Section III.

• UAV caching with assisted techniques: In this topic, we introduce the emerging techniques

that can assist the UAV caching to gain a higher system performance. Although the UAV

caching itself is able to support the 6G networks in serving the EUs better quality of service
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(QoS), it cannot provide the best QoS without the assistance of other techniques. The topic

describes how the techniques are implemented to work efficiently with UAV caching. The

techniques discussed include resource allocation, scheduling, anti-interference, cooperative

communications, and blockchain. With the assistance of these techniques, the performance of

UAV caching such as capacity, coverage, delay, energy efficiency (EE), spectrum efficiency

(SE), and secrecy rate (SR), can be significantly improved. The details of UAV caching

with assisted techniques can be found in Section IV.

• UAV caching-enabled mechanisms: This topic introduces the mechanisms that can be en-

abled by UAV caching. This is another great benefit supported by UAV caching we inves-

tigate in this survey. The presence of UAVs with caching can enable the new mechanisms

of secure transmission, relaying, antenna selection, energy harvesting (EH), EE, and SE.

These mechanisms provide the 6G networks with more disruptive solutions to serve the

EUs. The details of UAV caching-enabled mechanisms are investigated in Section V.

• UAV caching-based A&Ss: In this topic, we discuss the A&Ss that can be brought to the

EUs by the UAV caching system. The topic shows the readers how UAV caching can be

integrated into the A&Ss of 6G networks. The wide range of A&Ss such as relay networks,

data collection and content delivery, MEC, natural disasters and emergency communications,

safety public and management, civil and military, cyber-physical, VR, and AR, supported

by the UAV caching system demonstrates the important role of UAV caching models in 6G

networks. The topic also opens up many potential A&Ss in 6G networks with the help of

UAV caching to satisfy the ever-high demands of EUs. The details of UAV caching-based

A&Ss are presented in Section VI.

• Challenges and research directions: The analysis of the aforementioned topics shows the

fact that many models, performance metrics, techniques, mechanisms, and A&Ss have been

studied for UAV caching, but they are separated from each other, and thus gaining a few

objectives. To make the UAV caching system become powerful in 6G networks, further chal-

lenges are discussed to propose more research directions in an integrity optimisation design

framework. So, this topic presents the ongoing challenges the UAV caching faces including

unwelcomed social impacts and technical issues. The social challenges are discussed to

show us that the deployment of UAVs must guarantee the basic human rights by following

a specific set of laws regulated on both national and international levels. Meanwhile,

the technical challenges are discussed to enable us to propose more promising research
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Fig. 2: A general UAV caching system.

directions toward UAV caching in 6G networks by following the integrity optimisation

design framework. The challenges and research directions are detailed in Section VII.

II. UAV CACHING SYSTEM AND TAXONOMY

A. UAV Caching System

In general, the UAVs can fly throughout many MBSs in different cells to cooperate in

communications with caching. However, due to limited energy resource, the UAVs are often

designed to fly within a cell covered by an MBS. A typical UAV caching system is shown in

Fig. 2. In the system, the UAVs can cooperate with each other and with the MBS, RSUs, MUs,

and MEC server in caching the requested contents and tasks. The UAVs then offload the contents

and the completed tasks to the corresponding EUs and requesters. The UAVs also collect the

data from the EUs to either locally process and make decision or cache and convey the data to

collaborate with the MBS and the MEC server to do. The UAVs can be connected to form a

powerful network, and thus serve the EUs more efficiently.
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TABLE III: Solution Taxonomy

Ref.
Solutions

Trajectory Placement/Decision Association

[8], [42]–[55] OFL X X
[56]–[66] OFL X
[67]–[70] OFL X
[71], [71]–[81] OFL

[82], [83] RAD X X
[84]–[87] RAD X
[88]–[93] FXL X
[94]–[96] FXL X
[97]–[100] FXL X X

For communications, the UAVs utilise the licensed band of cellular mobile networks (inband),

the unlicensed band (outband), and even the mmWave frequency band. In any frequencies

used, dense 6G networks with the existence of UAV communications always generate more

serious interferences caused by various multi-tier interferers in the multi-tier caching context,

i.e., caching from MBSs, SBSs, EUs to UAVs. In this context, global navigation satellite system

(GNSS) receivers and global positioning system (GPS) receivers are respectively integrated into

the UAVs and the EUs to exactly determine the radio positions that can efficiently control the

multi-tier interferers [41]. Then, the UAVs are planned to fly by following the optimal caching

placement/decision, association with EUs, and trajectory. The UAV caching system can be

assisted by other techniques such as resource allocation, scheduling, anti-interference, cooperative

communications, and blockchain. It can enable many mechanisms like secure transmission,

relaying, antenna selection, EH, EE, and SE, to further assist the 6G networks. In this way,

the UAV caching system can provide the EUs with numerous A&Ss at high QoE; ultra-reliable

and low-latency communications; high data rate, SR, and resource efficiency (RE), service

availability; and full coverage.

B. Taxonomy

It can be seen that there are many UAV caching models, techniques, and applications, but all

of them focus on answering two questions: 1) by which solutions including how to deploy the

UAVs, i.e., optimal flying location (OFL), fixed location (FXL), and random deployment (RAD);
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how to place/distribute the contents/tasks; how to associate the UAVs with the EUs, and how to

select the communications modes (CM), i.e., MBS-EU, SBS-EU, UAV-EU, or device-to-device

(D2D) communications, etc.? and 2) which system performance metrics (QoE, delay/latency,

and energy efficiency, etc.) to improve? The UAV caching taxonomy, which is based on the

solutions with added techniques and the system performance metrics, is shown in Table III and

Table IV.

TABLE IV: System Performance Metric Taxonomy

Ref.
System performance metrics

QoE Capacity Delay Coverage EE SE Others

[43], [51], [52], [65], [69] X
[8] X X
[55], [66], [70], [72], [85], [86], [100] X X
[57], [58], [71], [89] X X X
[81] X X X
[78], [79], [82], [90], [91] X X
[46] X X
[45], [76] X
[47], [48], [61], [64], [68], [74], [94], [96] X
[56] X X
[42], [49], [53], [75], [84], [92], [93], [97] X
[88] X X X X Connectivity

[50], [83] X X CHR

[73] X LAR

[44] NE

[60], [62], [98], [99] NoE

[54] X NoU

[67] NoU

[59], [63], [77], [80], [87], [95] SR

III. UAV CACHING MODELS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. Caching Models

There are two caching models including task caching and content caching as shown in Fig.

3 and Fig. 4, respectively. In task caching, the UAV and the mobile edge computing (MEC)

server collaborate in providing their computing and caching resources for the EUs [42], [71],
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Fig. 3: Task caching model.

Fig. 4: Content caching model.

[76], [84], [88], [89]. Task caching is actually the caching of data related to a task offloading

plan and/or the caching of a completed task with associated data [101]. For example, an EU

requests a UAV to process an image, here the image is the data sent by the EU to the UAV.

After completing the task, the UAV sends the result back to the EU and caches both data and

result, namely completed task, for future use in case of the same task requested. In content

caching, the UAV assists the MBS, the SBSs, and the caching EUs in providing the requesting

EUs with cached contents [68], [102]. To cache efficiently, the caching models always utilise

the popularity of tasks and contents for optimising the EU satisfaction and the system resource
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saving. The detailed task caching, content caching, and popularity models are presented in the

sequel.

1) Task Caching: In task caching model (Fig. 3), first, the task offloading decisions are done

at an agent or the UAVs relying on three important aspects including delay, energy consumption,

and remaining energy which are derived from the information of data size, CPU cycles demand,

CPU clock frequency, and wireless channel gain. Then, the tasks and related data are offloaded

from the EUs to the proper MEC server and/or even to the other EUs, with the assistance of

UAVs, for executing. Finally, the results are then sent back to the EUs. The completed tasks,

which are anticipated to be highly requested, are also cached in the executing points, for the

future use. It is noted that the UAVs also have their own tasks assigned, thus they can complete

part of the tasks by themselves, while the remains are done by the MEC server. In addition,

some simple tasks can be completed, i.e., offloading, executing, and caching, by the local EUs,

without any helps of MEC server and UAVs.

Particularly, the authors in [89] have proposed an agent-enabled task offloading in UAV-aided

MEC (UMEC), which includes the EUs, UAVs, and MEC server handled by the agent. After

making the offloading decision, the agent optimally offloads all the tasks and their related data

from the EUs (on the left of Fig. 3) to the UAVs and MEC server for executing and caching so

that the delay and the energy consumption are significantly reduced. The work in [84] considers

a UAV network that sends the task request to the MEC server for caching and making the optimal

offloading action. The optimal offloading action indicates that a task is executed whether at a

particular UAV or at the MEC server so as to minimise the service latency. In [58], the MEC

services are assumed not to communicate with the EUs due to terrestrial signal blockage or

shadowing. Therefore, the edge clouds (ECs), which are composed of multiple MEC servers,

are established to collaborate with the UAV in providing the MEC services to the EUs. The tasks

and related data are respectively offloaded and cached at the UAV. The UAV determines which

tasks and related data are locally executed by itself and the remaining ones are done by the ECs,

namely task and data splitting decision. The objective of the proposed model is to minimise

the service delay of all EUs and reduce the energy consumption of the UAV. More simply but

efficiently, the authors in [56], [57] have exploited the completed tasks already cached in the

UAV to further reduce the latency and energy consumption. Meanwhile, the other tasks and

related data are optimally balanced between the UAV and the EUs (on the right of Fig. 3).
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2) Content Caching: Regarding content caching, such flying cache-enabled UAVs efficiently

assist the ground cache-enabled MBS and/or EUs in improving the quality of service (QoS) as

shown in Fig. 4. Based on a particular request pattern, a typical UAV caching model consists

of two strategies that are caching placement and caching delivery [103]. The caching placement

strategy is to assign a UAV to cache or not to cache a content depending on the content popularity

and the cache capacity of the UAV. And then, the caching delivery collaborates all the ground

and flying cache placements to offload the contents at high QoS and low energy consumption.

Particularly, in [43], the contents are cached at the UAVs to help the edge caching serve

the MUs in the hotspot areas. The caching model enables to find the optimal set of UAVs to

cache a particular content depending on the content size, the popularity of the content, UAVs’

caching storage constraint, and the channel gain between the UAVs and the associated EUs.

Simultaneously, the fixed positions of UAVs and the pairs of UAVs and associated MUs are

optimally chosen. Then, the contents are delivered to the MUs at maximum QoE. Similar to [43],

the work in [8] further minimises the transmission power used by the UAVs besides maximising

the QoE. Meanwhile, the authors in [85], [86] have let the UAVs move randomly, then optimise

both the caching placement and CM selection for maximum system capacity [85] or only optimise

the probabilistic cache placement for system capacity and energy efficiency evaluations [86].

UAV caching model can be added by jamming and interference alignment (IA) techniques

to respectively enhance the secure transmission and SE as studied in [90], [91]. This model is

dedicated to caching layered-encoding videos deployed at the SBSs and the UAVs. A popular

video is encoded into two layers, i.e., base layer (BL) for standard-definition streaming and

enhancement layer (EL) for high-definition streaming. Both BL and EL are cached at the SBSs,

but only EL is cached at the UAV to further enhance the quality of received video if needed.

UAV caching model can be also added by beamforming technique to maximise the number

of EUs (NoE) with respect to different QoS thresholds [60], [62]. In this study, the UAVs are

responsible for caching the higher popular contents requested by the EUs, while the lower popular

contents are provided by the MBS. The work in [94] enables the UAVs to be equipped with

multiple antennas but simply assumed to cache the contents that meet the EUs’ requests and

to be deployed in a fixed trajectory. The results show that the cache-aided UAV relay networks

with antenna selection technique can significantly improve the system capacity.

Furthermore, in the context of FXL, the authors in [98]–[100] have combined the caching

placement and user association solutions with spectrum resource allocation and power allocation
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techniques to maximise the NoE and the EE. It is interesting that non-orthogonal multiple

access (NOMA) technique [92], [93] can assist the caching placement to minimise the content

delivery delay. Meanwhile, the authors in [97] have utilised both caching placement and user

association solutions, but without considering any added techniques, in order to minimise the

delay. By adding resource allocation and EH techniques to content’s popularity-based caching

model [65], the UAV trajectory, transmission power, and caching content scheduling are optimised

to maximise the QoE. It is interesting in [49] that based on the user association, the authors have

proposed a joint optimisation of UAV trajectory, caching placement, and transmission scheduling

technique to bring the cached contents to the EUs. The UAV has to select an optimal set of

contents highly requested by the EUs, and then it flies following the optimal 3D trajectory to

serve the EUs with the optimal content transmission scheduling so as to balance between the

caching delay cost and retrieval delay cost. These aforementioned techniques added to caching

model are further presented in Section IV.

In [44], a UAV network consists of a number of UAV clients managed by a UAV server.

The UAV server handles the process of assigning the cached contents in the UAV clients. Then,

the UAV clients fly to the service locations to cooperatively serve the EUs. The objective is to

balance the tradeoff between the probability to locate the services and the transmission overhead

of the UAV network, i.e., nash equilibrium (NE). Without considering both caching placement

and user association, the authors in [75] studied a probabilistic caching model in an ad-hoc

UAV network where each UAV knows the states of the others to plan their flights. The objective

is to increase the content-cache-hit-rate (CHR) and reduce the interference of inter-UAVs for

minimum system delay.

UAV caching model can be done in which the UAVs cache a part of the most popular contents

to meet the EUs’ request, namely probabilistic content placement [45], [51], [69], [70], [78], [79],

probabilistic caching strategy [46], and hybrid caching strategy [82]. In a simple but efficient

way, after caching the most popular contents, the UAV flies following an optimal 2D trajectory

to maximise the SE [78], [79]. In [45], the optimal cooperative radius, average altitude, and

altitude difference of a 3D cylinder trajectory and the optimal cache size are found to maximise

the system coverage. More efficient, it is better to group the EUs into different clusters as

proposed in [51], [69]. The 3D positions of the UAVs are then found and the probabilistic content

placement in association with the clusters are optimised to maximise the QoE. Similar to [51],

[69], the association between the UAVs and the EUs, the positions of the UAVs, and the content’s
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popularity-based caching model are optimised to maximise the QoE [52] or minimise the number

of UAVs (NoU) at the lowest power consumption [54]. Meanwhile, without considering content

caching placement, the authors in [70] divided to EUs into delay-tolerant group and delay-

sensitive group, and then optimise the power allocation, the 3D placement of the UAVs, and the

group-based user association to maximise the system capacity and the EE. In [46], the optimal

UAVs’ density, altitude and cache serving radius are derived to maximise not only the system

coverage but also the system capacity. Unlike [45] and [46], the work in [82] divides the contents

into two sets including popular set and non-popular set. The former is cached in all UAVs, but

the latter is cached in only one UAV. The overall spectral efficiency is maximised by finding the

optimal popularity threshold between the two sets.

In [72], the flying space is divided into two half subspaces, i.e., source subspace closer to

the IoT devices and destination subspace closer to the MBS. The UAV collects the contents

from the IoT devices within the source subspace and forwards them to the MBS within the

destination subspace. Under a given height, the authors have optimized the UAV’s trajectory

by finding the optimal horizontal coordinate at each time slot that can maximise the energy

efficiency of the UAV-enabled IoT system. The work in [64] considers more UAVs flying with

content’s popularity-based caching model. In this model, the caching placement and the 3D

trajectory of the UAVs are optimised to maximise the capacity of the IoT system. However, the

work in [50] separates the probabilistic cache placement and the 3D trajectory into two phases.

The first phase is to identify the probability of each content to be cached in the UAV to minimise

the CHR. Then, the second phase is to plan UAV trajectory to minimise the number of stops

while maximising the system capacity under a given coverage threshold. Similarly, the authors

in [83] studied the same objective by probabilistic cache placement but with random trajectory.

The flying trajectory of the UAVs, which is more complicated with respect to the mobility of

the EUs, was studied in [74]. A content is assumed to be cached in a UAV only depending on

the popularity of the content. Given a fixed height of the UAVs, the horizontal coordinates of

each UAV is found to meet the mobility of the EUs so that the UAVs and D2D communications

can cooperate with the MBS to serve the EUs at maximum system capacity.

By taking into account the presence of eavesdroppers, the analytical results in [95] show that

the secrecy rate (SR) can be improved by user association based UAV caching with FXL. The

optimal probabilistic caching placement with RAD [87] and the fixed caching with joint OFL

and time scheduling technique [77], [80] are further studied to gain higher secrecy performance.
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In a more complicated approach, the work in [59], [63] has provided a joint optimisation of

trajectory and caching placement with D2D communications assisted to maximise the minimum

SR. To do so, the MBS caches all the contents, while the EUs cache some of them due to

storage capacity limit. At the same time, the UAV caches the requested contents from the MBS

within the first time slots and delivers the contents to the EUs within the remaining time slots

when flying. In this caching model, the EUs are flexibly served by the MBS, the UAV, or the

other EUs as long as maximising system SR. The study in [59], [63] has been developed to

maximise the throughput by further optimising the transmission power of the UAV, but without

D2D communications [61].

In a more complicated environment, where the UAVs serve the users in highly dynamic

vehicular networks [47], [48], [53], [55], [67], [81], [96] or in multiple content providers (CPs)

[73], the caching models require joint optimisation solutions to meet the dynamic network

conditions and dynamic policy of the operator. In dynamic vehicular networks, the UAVs cache

the contents in advance based on the target area and the request probability pattern of the content

library. And then, at a particular time slot, the UAVs are optimally located to deliver a set of

requested contents at maximum throughput [47], [48], [55], [81], [96] (i.e., here the set of

requested contents may be empty), minimum delay [53], [81], minimum NoU with spectrum

resource allocation [67], maximum SE [81], and maximum EE [55]. In dynamic policy of the

operator versus multiple CPs, the UAVs cache a number of popular contents under a limited

caching storage, and then collaborate with the MBS and D2D communications to serve the EUs.

The caching model further has to consider the interactions between the operator and the CPs as

well as the coalitions between the CPs so as to maximise the long-term average revenue (LAR)

while reducing the delay [73].

3) Task and Content Popularity Model: Task and content popularity model plays an important

role in evaluating the UAV caching performance. Practically, it is challenging to derive the task

and content popularity model because it represents the EUs’ behavior which is very complicated.

So, without loss of generality, this popularity is often modelled as Zipf-like distribution [61],

[101], [104], given by

pi =
i−α∑I
i=1 i

−α
, (1)

where α ≥ 0 is the skewed coefficient that reflects the popularity skewness among different

tasks/contents. If α = 0, all considered tasks/contents have the same popularity of 1
I

resulting
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Fig. 5: Content popularity distribution.

in the fact that the caching optimisation is not likely to gain a high performance. However, the

higher values of α make the popularity more skewed between the most popular tasks/contents

and the less popular ones as illustrated in Fig. 5, and thus yielding a higher performance of the

caching optimisation.

B. Performance Metrics

Beside the aforementioned caching models, we introduce some important performance metrics

which can be applied to develop the UAV caching system for 6G networks. To do so, we first

formulate the 3D trajectory of UAVs followed by the channel and transmission of UAVs. These

formulations enable us to derive the performance metrics of UAV caching such as capacity,

coverage, delay, and energy consumption. The details are presented in the sequel.

1) UAV Trajectory: Besides serving as flying base stations, the UAVs can provide the EUs

with task caching and content caching. In both task caching and content caching models, the

UAVs have to follow the optimal trajectories toward their targets so that the energy consumption

is minimised while serving the huge number of EUs high QoS. Although the design objectives

are different, some of the trajectories are simply fixed [96], [100], while most of them are in

3D trajectory [47]–[50], [53], [57], [59], [61], [63], [65]–[68], [71], [72], [77], [80], [81].
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Fig. 6: 3D trajectory of UAV.

In general 3D trajectory as shown in Fig. 6, the UAV flies at the vertical coordinate of zU, over

the horizontal coordinate of wU = [xU, yU], with the maximum velocity Vmax, and the vertical

and horizontal coordinates of the MBS are zM and wM = [xM, yM]. Meanwhile, the horizontal

coordinate of the EUs is denoted as wE = [xE, yE], i.e., zE = 0. The UAV has a duty period of

T seconds equally divided into N time slots, each is denoted as δt =
T
N

. Here, N is given large

enough so that the coordinate of the UAV is assumed to be unchanged within every time slot.

Therefore, at the time slot n, n = 1, 2,..., N , the horizontal coordinate of the UAV is wU[n]

= [xU[n], yU[n]] and the height is zU[n]. The trajectory of the UAV is modelled based on the

distances from itself to the MBS and the EUs at the time slot n, given as below

dU,M[n] =
√
(zM − zU[n])2 + ∥wU[n]− wM∥2 (2)

and

dU,E[n] =
√
z2U[n] + ∥wU[n]− wE∥2, (3)

where ∥.∥ is the Euclidean norm.

Particularly, in most of the studies, the height of the UAV is fixed, i.e., zU[n] = H metres,

and the maximum velocity Vmax is used to limit the power consumption [105]. The optimal

trajectories are then obtained by finding the optimal horizontal coordinate wU[n] at the time

slot n, to serve the MUs, assist the IoT devices, and even support the users in highly dynamic

vehicular networks [47]–[49], [59], [61], [63], [65], [67], [68], [72], [77], [80]. A few of the

studies consider the height of the UAV due to some obstacles that cause the wireless links

degraded. In this context, both horizontal coordinate ([xU[n], yU[n]]) and vertical coordinate
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(zU[n]) are optimised to enhance the performance of UAV caching-enabled trajectory [53], [57],

[66], [71], [81]. In addition, minimising the number of path points during the flight is one of

the most efficient trajectories of the UAV to cover all the users [50].

2) UAV Channel and Transmission: In the UAV caching system, there are two types of trans-

mission channels including 1) air-to-ground (ATG) channels from the UAVs to the MBS/SBSs/EUs

and 2) air-to-air (ATA) channels from the UAVs to UAVs. The proper channels of UAVs’

communications are Rician model [106], large scale Rayleigh model [107], and free space fading

model [108]. Although UAVs’ communications may be under the effects of propagation blockage

due to dense buildings in urban areas [109], a strong possibility of environment-induced line-

of-sight (LoS) propagation makes the channels of UAVs’ communications different from the

terrestrial channels [110]. In ATG channels, due to the high vertical coordinate of the MBS, a

higher likelihood of LoS propagation 1 can be exploited to improve the MBS-UAV links [111].

Hence, the MBS-UAV pathloss expression at the time slot n is denoted as

LM,U[n] = 10 log

(
β0(dM,U[n])

η

)
(4)

where β0 is the channel power gain at the reference distance d0 [9], [112] and η is the pathloss

exponent.

However, the non-LoS (NLoS) is further considered in the channels between the UAVs and the

EUs. In this context, the most complete channel model with induced building blockage effects,

which has been proposed by the International Telecommunication Union [113], is utilised. The

UAV-EU pathloss expression is given by

LU,E[n] =10 log

(
4πfc
c

)η

+ 10 log

(
dU,E[n]

)η

+ (5)

P LoS
U,E [n]ηLoS +

(
1− P LoS

U,E [n]
)
ηNLoS,

where fc is the carrier frequency (Hz) and c is the speed of light (m/s), ηLoS and ηNLoS are the

environment-induced LoS and NLoS pathlosses (dB), and P LoS
U,E [n] is the LoS probability given

by

P LoS
U,E [n] =

1

1 + a exp

[
− b

(
arctan

( zU[n]√
∥wU[n]−wE∥2

)
− a

)] , (6)

1It is explicitly similar to the ATA channels and the UAV-SBS channels, and thus the ATA channels and the UAV-SBS channels

are not presented in this paper.
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Fig. 7: UAV transmissions.

where a and b are the environment-induced constants.

The aforementioned channel models enable to simply derive the transmission models based

on outband UAV communications [47]–[49], [53], [55], [58], [65], [69], [72], [74], [78], [79],

[83]–[85], [89], [94], [95], [98], [114]. Meanwhile, inband UAV communications, i.e., overlay

mode [44], [51], [57], [64], [67], [73], [81] and underlay mode with interference [8], [42], [43],

[46], [50], [52], [59], [61], [63], [68], [71], [75], [77], [82], [86]–[88], [92], [93], [97], [99],

[100] or with strong anti-interference ability assisted by successive interference cancelation (SIC)

technology and non-orthogonal multiple-access (NOMA) [80], [103], interference alignment and

management [90], [91], and combining beamforming with millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency

band [45], [54], [70] or with location [60], [62], are widely utilised thanks to the convenience

of radio interface control and management. As shown in Fig. 7, it can be observed that the

transmission models of UAVs are established in the same manner with D2D transmission models

[115], [116], but more disruptive interference mitigation techniques.

3) Capacity: In general, under the impact of co-channel interferences, the signal-to-interference

plus noise ratios (SINR) at the UAVs and UEs are computed as below

γM,U[n] =
PM[n]gM,U[n]

IU,U[n] + IE,U[n] + σ2
, (7)

γU,E[n] =
PU[n]gU,E[n]

IU,E[n] + IE,E[n] + σ2
, (8)

where PM[n] and PU[n] are the transmission powers of the MBS and the considered UAV at

the time slot n; X is the set of UAVs/EUs but excluding X, X ∈ {U,E}, used to express the co-

channel interferences between the UAVs and the EUs (IU,E[n] and IE,U[n]), between the UAVs
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(IU,U[n]), and between the EUs (IE,E[n])
2; σ2 is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN);

and the channel gains from the MBS to the UAVs gM,U[n] and from the UAVs to the EUs gU,E[n]

are respectively given by

gM,U[n] = 10−
LM,U[n]

10 , (9)

gU,E[n] = 10−
LU,E[n]

10 . (10)

So far, given the system bandwidth B, the Shannon-like capacity models for the downlinks at

the UAVs and UEs can be expressed as follows:

CM,U[n] = B log2
(
1 + γM,U[n]

)
(11)

and

CU,E[n] = B log2
(
1 + γU,E[n]

)
. (12)

It is noted that in the same way, we can easily to derive the uplink capacity models, with or

without interference impacts, at the MBS (CU,M[n]) and UAVs (CE,U[n]).

4) Coverage: One of the most benefits gained from the UAVs is the coverage expansion ability.

In this scenario, the UAVs play not only as the relaying nodes to forward the information from

the functional areas to the non-functional areas but also as the caching nodes to provide the

UEs in the remote areas with popular and urgent contents. The well-known coverage model is

derived from the probability that the UAVs are covered by the MBS and the UEs are covered

by a UAV. In other words, the SINRs/SNRs at the UAVs and the UEs are greater than or equal

to a target θ [45], [46], [50], [83], which are expressed as

CovM,U[n] = P(γM,U[n] ≥ θ), (13)

CovU,E[n] = P(γU,E[n] ≥ θ). (14)

The coverage performance can be further developed by computing the ratio of total coverage

regions of all UEs and UAVs to the total range of information collection [76]. This way allows

us to model the coverage performance in terms of optimal coverage ratio of information required

by the task, which is more efficient and practical than analysing the coverage probability. More

2It is noted that these co-channel interferences only happen in case of underlaid transmission mode as shown in Fig. 7,

otherwise, they are ignored and we obtain the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the UAVs and the UEs instead of the SINR.
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conveniently, the coverage of a UAV depends on the target polygon area assigned to the UAV,

the type of the UAV, and the traversals to cover the area [88]. Here, the number of the traversals

relies on the length of the diagonal and the diameter of the cell covered by the UAV.

5) Delay: Although the UAV caching significantly contributes to the improvement of content

delivery, edge computing performance, system capacity, and coverage, it encounters the problem

of delay. In the UAV caching scenario, delay is induced by 1) transmitting (offloading) the

content (task), i.e., transmitting from the UAVs to the MBS (tTU,M[n]) and transmitting from the

UAVs to the EUs (tTU,E[n]), 2) computing the task tCU[n], and 3) flying from the point at time

slot n − 1 to the point at time slot n (tFU[n]) [58], [71], [85], [89]. These types of delay are

sequentially computed as

tTU,M[n] =
SU,M[n]

CU,M[n]
, (15)

tTU,E[n] =
SU,E[n]

CU,E[n]
, (16)

tCU[n] =
DU[n]

FU[n]
, (17)

tFU[n] =
dU[n− 1, n]

vU[n− 1, n]
, (18)

where SU,M[n] and SU,E[n] are the sizes of transmitted (offloaded) contents (tasks), DU[n] is

the number of the central processing unit (CPU) cycles of the UAVs, FU[n] is the computing

capacity assigned to the UAVs, and dU[n − 1, n] and vU[n − 1, n] are the flight distance and

flight speed of the UAVs from the point at time slot n− 1 to the point at time slot n.

6) Energy Consumption: In association with delay, the UAV caching also deals with the

problem of energy consumption, which includes the energy to transmit (offload) the content (task)

(ET
U,M[n] and ET

U,E[n]), staying energy (keeping not moved) for computing the task (ES
U[n]), and

flying energy (EF
U[n]) [58], [71], [85], [89]. These energy consumptions are respectively expressed

as below

ET
U,M[n] = PU[n]t

T
U,M[n] + e[n], (19)

ET
U,E[n] = PU[n]t

T
U,E[n] + e[n], (20)

ES
U[n] = QS

U[n]t
C
U[n] + βDU[n], (21)
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Fig. 8: UAV caching with assisted techniques.

EF
U[n] = QF

U[n]t
F
U[n], (22)

where e[n] is the holding energy of the UAVs after a completed transmission, QS
U[n] and QF

U are

the staying power and the flying power of the UAVs, β is the cycle-based energy consumption

factor of the CPU.

IV. UAV CACHING WITH ASSISTED TECHNIQUES

It can be observed that both task caching and content caching models cannot work efficiently

without the assistance of other disruptive techniques in 6G networks. In this section, the UAV

caching with assisted techniques, i.e., resource allocation, EH, scheduling, anti-interference, and

cooperative communication techniques, as shown in Fig. 8, are presented in the sequel.

A. With Resource Allocation Techniques

Taking the limited power and backhaul bandwidth resources of the UAVs into account, the

authors in [70] have proposed the power and bandwidth resource allocation solution to assist

the optimal 3D UAVs’ trajectory and UAV-EU association scheme. It means that in addition to

finding the optimal 3D UAVs’ trajectory and UAV-EU association scheme, the proposed solution

finds the optimal transmission power of each UAV and the optimal bandwidth allocated to the
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channel between each UAV-EU pair. Meanwhile, the optimal caching decision is also obtained to

make a requested content whether or not to be cached in the UAVs, depending on the backhaul

capacity of each UAV and the delay-sensitive requirement of each EU. The objective is to

minimise the total transmission power of the UAVs.

Considering NOMA in UAV caching model, a joint optimal solution of caching decision,

subchannel assignment and power allocation has been studied in [100]. In particular, the flight

path of the UAVs is fixed by following a given circle trajectory. The downlink NOMA provides

a set of subchannels, each subchannel is occupied by a maximum number of EUs to guarantee

the SINR target. The energy efficiency of a UAV and associated EUs is maximised by finding

not only the caching decision but also the subchannel assigned to and the transmission power

allocated to the communications between the UAV and the EUs. Instead of optimising the caching

decision, subchannel assignment and power allocation as studied in [100], the authors in [42]

have optimised the caching placement, trajectory, UAV-EU association, and power allocation to

minimise the content delivery delay for AR application in UAV NOMA networks.

Similar to the works in [100] and [70], but without power allocation, the authors in [98], [99]

have proposed a joint optimal solution of caching decision, UAV-EU association, and bandwidth

allocation between the UAVs and the EUs, to maximise the number of EUs with stable queues.

The proposed solution have further exploited the outband for a higher bandwidth allocation

efficiency in UAV caching model. Meanwhile, similar to [42], but only considering one UAV

with fixed trajectory, the caching placement of UAV, UAV-EU association, and power allocation

of NOMA EUs are jointly optimised to minimise the content delivery delay for cache-enabling

UAV NOMA networks [93].

B. With Scheduling Techniques

UAV caching model can be also assisted by scheduling techniques including transmission

power and content caching embedded EH scheduling techniques [65], time scheduling technique

[77], [80], and transmission scheduling technique [49]. In [65], the trajectory of the UAV is

controlled to make a decision that it should keep serving the EUs or return to the charging

station for getting new contents updated (caching content replacement) and energy harvested

simultaneously. In this way, the request queue delay cost of EUs is minimised by a joint optimal

solution of trajectory, transmission power, and content caching embedded EH scheduling for

the UAV. In the time scheduling technique [77], [80], the flight altitude and the duty period of
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the UAV are fixed at H and T , respectively. The duty period is divided into N time slots. The

secrecy rate at the EUs provided by the UAV is maximised by finding the optimal time-slot

scheduling to transmit the cached contents to the EUs and the optimal horizontal coordinate

wU[n] = [xU[n], yU[n]], n = 1, 2, ..., N . In transmission scheduling technique [49], the UAV

caches a set of contents which is expected to be requested by the EUs. Then, the UAV selects a

group of EUs to serve. Due to limited energy and duty period, the UAV has to plan an optimal

trajectory as well as schedule the transmission policy that can find the optimal number packets

of a content to be sent within a time-slot n to minimise the weighted sum of caching cost and

retrieval cost.

C. With Anti-Interference Techniques

In UAV caching model, the joint optimal solution of caching placement, trajectory, and UAV-

EU association can support the anti-interference techniques in gaining higher system capacity

[90], [91]. Particularly, the UAVs can help the SBSs provide the EUs with popular videos

cached in advance. The IA technique is utilised to eliminate the interference between the EUs.

The secure transmission is further guaranteed by jamming signals generated by the idle SBSs

that are replaced with the UAVs. The jamming technique prevents the EUs from the potential

eavesdroppers. Obviously, the jamming signals, which are zero-forced at the legitimate EUs,

have no effect on the legitimate transmission.

In addition, the UAVs are able to analyse all the information of the EUs by filtering signal

power through SIC technology in NOMA [80], [103]. This way can also mitigate the transmission

interference between the UAVs and the EUs. It is clear that there is no inter-tier interference

between the UAVs and the MBS if the mmWave frequency band and the conventional microwave

frequency band are utilised for the UAVs and the MBS, respectively, meanwhile the intra-cell

interference can be eliminated by a proper beamforming technique [45], [54], [70]. Furthermore,

it is interesting that carefully designing the trajectory and power allocation of the UAVs can

reduce the co-channel interference between the UAV-EU pairs [61].

D. With Cooperative Communication Techniques

One of the most efficient cooperative communications techniques that can assist UAV caching

model is clustering [45]. A candidate UAV is added into a cluster, i.e., a cylinder trajectory, for

cooperative UAV communications if it has enough energy, already cached the requested contents,
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and has higher connection capacity than the others. Then, the EUs are associated with either the

MBS or the UAV cluster to get the requested contents. Together with EH technique, the proposed

cooperative UAV communications can maximise the coverage performance of the system at a

certain optimal cache size. Unlike [45], the UAVs in [60], [62] can cooperate with each other in

terms of limited caching capacity (caching storage), location, and transmission beamforming to

maximise the number of EUs served by the system. Meanwhile, the cooperative communications

in [86] enable the UAVs to cooperate in providing the EU with the same requested content. This

way can enhance the capacity and the EE of system.

E. With Blockchain Techniques

The presence of UAVs generates more wireless communications that may make the informa-

tion likely to be disclosed to the eavesdroppers. The studies on SR in UAV caching models

have demonstrated a higher performance compared to that in UAV communications without

caching [59], [63], [77], [80], [87], [95]. Besides user association, optimal probabilistic caching

placement, optimal trajectory, and time scheduling proposed for improving the SR performance,

blockchain technology is another promising solution [24]. The cyberattacks that are possible to

impact the operation of UAVs are eavesdropping, jamming, denial of service, and information

injection [40]. These attacks can severely disclose or degrade the collected data, cached contents,

and completed tasks during the operation of the UAVs. The blockchain technology can be applied

to ensure the integrity of the data, contents, and tasks in all the UAV operations [18], [38], [88],

[117], [118].

V. UAV CACHING-ENABLED MECHANISMS

Besides being assisted by many techniques to provide the 6G networks with numerous benefits,

UAV caching model plays an important role in enabling other mechanisms to fulfill the functions

of UAV caching in 6G networks. In this section, we present the UAV caching-enabled mecha-

nisms including secure transmission, relaying, antenna selection, EH, EE, and SE, as shown in

Fig. 9.

In [95], a secure UAV-relaying communication system was investigated in the present of

an eavesdropper. The secrecy outage probabilities of conventional UAV-relaying and cache-

aided UAV-relaying schemes were derived to demonstrate that the later gains a higher secure

performance compared to the former without cache. Similar to the work in [95], but without
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Fig. 9: UAV caching-enabled mechanisms.

the eavesdropper, the authors in [94] have proposed a cache-aided UAV-relaying scheme that

enables an antenna selection mechanism done at the MBS. The results show that the antenna

selection mechanism enabled by the cache-aided UAV-relaying scheme can provide the EU with

a much better ultra-reliable and low-latency service than the one without caching does.

In regard to EH mechanism, it can be seen from the Table IV that there has been no UAV-

caching model enabling wireless energy transferred from the UAVs to the EUs although this is

quite feasible as discussed in [66]. Furthermore, the wireless energy and solar energy harvested at

the UAVs have not been studied, i.e., only considered in [45], because the energy harvested at the

UAVs is trivial compared to that consumed by hovering. Alternatively, current studies on UAV

caching models have mostly focussed on EE mechanisms [55], [71], [72], [86], [100]. The EE

is defined as the number of bits transmitted per a unit of energy consumption (Joule). The EE is

often derived from the ratio of Shannon-like capacity to the total energy consumption (presented

in III-B) during the flying duty period to serve the EUs. The EE is maximised by finding

the optimal trajectory [72]; the optimal content placement probability [86]; the jointly optimal

caching decision, subchannel assignment, and power allocation [100]; the jointly optimal caching

decision, trajectory, and radio resource allocation [55]; and the jointly optimal 3-D placement,

trajectory, and transmission power of EUs [71].

Recently, UAV-enabled radio access has been also considered as a key mechanism that can

expand the coverage and the number of EUs in 6G networks [66]. In this context, the UAVs can
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TABLE V: UAV Caching-Based Applications and Services

A&Ss Ref.

Relay networks [59], [63], [77]–[79], [87], [94], [95]

Data collection and content delivery [19], [24], [30], [39], [55], [67], [71], [72], [81], [85], [93], [96], [120]

Mobile edge computing [25]–[27], [56]–[58], [71], [84], [89], [101]

Natural disasters and emergency communications [114], [114], [116], [121], [121], [122], [122]

Safety public and management [29], [123], [124]

Civil and military [11], [19], [23], [39], [118], [120], [125]–[127]

Cyber-physical, VR, and AR [42], [56], [57], [71], [119], [120]

be equipped with both unlicensed and licensed spectrum resources, NOMA, 3-D beamforming,

and mmWave as well as can exploit the higher potential of spatial reuse to enable a better SE

mechanism [36], [66], [98], [99], [99], [119]. Furthermore, multiple UAV communications with

caching can form a content-centric UAV radio access network (UAV-RAN) to further improve the

SE (measured in bps/Hz) [82]. In the UAV-RAN, only one UAV caches the less popular contents

and all the other UAVs are responsible for caching the most popular contents. The overall SE is

maximised by finding the optimal caching threshold between the two content subsets. We can

see that similar to EH mechanism, UAV caching-enabled SE mechanisms have not been studied

well, meanwhile SE has been taken into account as an important system performance metric to

evaluate the UAV-caching models [78], [79], [81], [88], [90], [91].

VI. UAV CACHING-BASED APPLICATIONS AND SERVICES

Given numerous benefits from higher opportunities of LoS transmissions and ubiquitous

deployments, UAV communications with caching are certainly applied to UAV-assisted cellular

communications [12], [14], [18]. In this section, we further present more specific A&Ss that

are provided by UAV caching models as shown in Table V, i.e., relay networks; data collection

and content delivery; mobile edge computing; natural disasters and emergency communications;

safety public and management; civil and military; and cyber-physical, VR, and AR.

A. UAV Caching for Relay Networks

Relay networks deployed on the ground have been studied well and played an important role

in expanding the wireless system coverage and providing the EUs with higher system capacity.
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However, the challenge is that the fixed or random deployment of relay nodes cannot serve the

moving EUs efficiently. This challenge can be addressed by UAV relay networks thanks to the

higher opportunity of LoS communications and the optimal trajectory deployment. With caching,

a relay network of UAVs acts as a ferry that conveys the requested contents closer to target areas.

The EUs are served by a much higher system capacity improvement [94], a better secure and

fair transmission [59], [63], [77], [87], [95].

In [78], [79], a UAV-caching model for mobile relay maritime communications was proposed.

In this model, the MBS is located onshore but it cannot reach the marine EUs. Whenever the

marine EUs request a content, the UAVs send the cached content to the EUs without the use

of backhaul connection, but if the content is not cached, the UAVs request the content from

the MBS and then forward it to the marine EUs, obviously with a little bit delay induced. The

results show that UAV-caching model significantly improves the performance of UAV-relaying

maritime communications without caching. The application of UAV-caching to relay networks

can be expanded particularly to many local A&Ss without transferring to the MBS, presented

in the sequel.

B. UAV Caching for Data Collection and Content Delivery

Originally, content delivery services are provided by the CPs via content delivery networks or

content distribution networks (CDN) for the purpose of alleviating the bottlenecks of the Internet.

The contents delivered here are texts, graphics, scripts, documents, software and applications,

and medium (including social, live and on-demand streaming medium). In the context of 6G

networks, the UAV caching model can act as a CDN to relax the workload of the MBS and the

SBSs, especially the workload caused by video contents which occupy up to 79% of the mobile

data traffic by 2022 [1]. So, UAV-caching model can bring the contents closer to the EUs to

locally serve them better in the vicinity of LoS transmissions.

In particular, the content delivery services are established by software-defined UAV (SDU) net-

works [85], UAV NOMA networks [93], and UAV-assisted vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs)

[55], [67], [81], [96], with caching. In [85], the D2D communications assisted SDU caching

networks can address the problem of content delivery in terms of energy efficiency when the

excessive demand surges of the EUs happen in many emergency communications. Meanwhile

in [93], a low content delivery delay is obtained by UAV caching NOMA networks under the

massive access of the EUs. The work in [55] considers delivering the contents to the vehicles
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on the road segments in which there are either no communication systems available or extreme

congestion at both the nearby MBS and SBSs. As a result, the energy efficiency is maximised

while enhancing the amount of contents delivered to the vehicles. The authors in [67] have

tried to minimise the number of UAVs deployed, while guaranteeing the quality of content

delivery service to all the vehicles when they get into the road segments. Different performance

metrics from [55], [67], the UAV caching models for delivering contents in VANETs are to

enhance the system performance including downloading process, capacity, delay [81], seamless

communication coverage, and stable transmission links [96].

In the inverted communication direction, the UAV caching models are deployed to assist the

wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and IoT networks for data collection [19], [30] that can be

utilised in numerous purposes such as object detection, tracking, surveillance, navigation, and

collision avoidance, industrial and environmental monitoring, etc. [39], [120]. In data collection

applications, the WSNs and IoT networks may be deployed in the remote or non-functional

areas, i.e., out of the coverage of the MBS and the SBSs, the UAVs fly closer to the WSNs and

IoT networks for collecting the data, then cache the data, and finally fly back to the nearby MBS

and SBSs for reporting [24]. Obviously, the flying trip is carefully planed to reduce the cost

(caching storage, energy consumption, and delay) and ensuring the quality of the data collected

[71], [72].

C. UAV Caching for Mobile Edge Computing

In the ever increasing computation scenario generated by the massive EUs, the conventional

cloud computing is no longer comfortable due to the potential latency and traffic congestion.

MEC services can convey the computing and caching resources to the edge networks, and thus

reduce the latency and congestion risks. However, the high mobility of data sources in the EUs

poses such the immoveable MEC services a set of difficulties. In this case, UAV caching models

play an important role in MEC services since they can support sharing the computing and caching

resources for ubiquitous, reliable and flexible MEC services [25]–[27].

In MEC services, the UAVs can cache the completed tasks and related data in off-peak time

and/or cache the data of the task offloading plans in immediate time for maximum utility [101].

Moreover, the UAVs can execute the task offloading to mitigate the computation workload at

the ECs with minimum execution delay and high energy saving [89]. It is efficient that the

UAVs are connected to each other to establish a UAV edge computing network (UECN) [84]
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or a cluster [56]. Then, an intelligent task offloading algorithm or an AI-based decision making

is proposed for the UECN to gain the lowest latency or for the UAV cluster to optimise the

computing, caching, and communication resources. In case the connection between the ECs and

the IoT devices is interrupted or degraded, the UAVs interact with the ECs and IoT devices to

collaboratively provide the MEC services. This way can minimise the UAV energy consumption

(including caching and computation energy consumption) [57] and the service delay of IoT

devices, i.e., task offloading delay and computation delay in [58] or processing and transmission

delay in [71].

D. UAV Caching for Natural Disasters and Emergency communications

In natural disasters and emergency communications, the demands for sending and receiving

information become urgent, meanwhile the telecommunication and information systems may be

partially or mostly interrupted. The communications interrupted pose a set of challenges to local

first responders, public safety units, emergency agencies, and government officials to efficiently

cooperate in the implementation of surveillance, prevention, and rescue works. Besides D2D

multi-hop multi-path communications which have been considered as the key model maintaining

the communications [116], the UAVs can be deployed as the relay networks with caching to

collect and deliver response and instruction information for safety and quick recovery [114],

[121], [122].

For timely emergency rescue in disaster management, MEC and mobile edge caching functions

provided by the UAVs acting as the edge servers for flexible data sensing have been proposed in

[114]. It can be observed that a UAV network is also considered as a content provider. The UAV

network can connect the non-functional areas (no MBSs covered exist) to the functional areas

to ensure emergency communications for search and rescue activities [121]. Furthermore, it is

interesting that the UAVs are called the ”help from the sky” as mentioned in [122]. From the

sky, the UAVs can monitor most of the conditions in the disaster areas, capture the conditions,

cache them, and then forward to the nearby MBS for processing. After that, the UAVs receive

the results and forecast as well as provide early warnings if needed.

E. UAV Caching for Safety Public and Management

The UAVs have numerous A&Ss in various domains ranging from mobile communications

to vertical industries. To satisfy diverse requirements, the unplanned explosive deployments of
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UAVs have increased flight collision events. Public safety and management authorities need

efficient solutions to effectively manage the limited air space to overcome this alarming situation

[29]. In the literature, authors broadly classified the air space management into three classes:

1) large-scale safety management, 2) short-term flight conflict management, and 3) small-scale

collision avoidance. Large-scale safety management usually deals with the problems of path-

planning. Here, the target is to find the optimal or near-optimal path between the starting point

and the destination such that there is no collision with the obstacles. Pathfinding algorithms like

deterministic, probabilistic, and heuristic algorithms are adopted to find the optimal path [123].

The short-term flight conflict management class deals with environmental challenges (such as

wind speed and direction) during the UAV flight. Conflict resolution algorithms like numerical

optimization methods, geometric methods, and multi-agent methods overcome conflict detection

by quickly predicting the conflicts and solve them by applying these algorithms. Finally, small-

scale collision avoidance focuses on its safety and efficiency by not caring about overall airspace.

To improve UAVs’ flying security and efficiency, coordination among UAVs plays a key role.

Three UAV management structures exist depending upon the degree of information exchange

between the base station controller and UAVs: centralized management structure, decentralized

management structure, and distributed management structure. Among these, distributed manage-

ment structure accompanied the advantages of both centralized and decentralized structures. It

has more flexibility and robustness as compared to others. However, here UAVs require frequent

information exchange that increases the UAV payload and energy consumption, and this becomes

even more challenging in dense deployment areas. To overcome these challenges, caching plays

a key role. The authors in [124], proposed the caching-based distributed management structure

for UAVs, which could enable UAV flight trajectory monitoring and management, and can also

send the situation information to the system. This system can also detect potential conflicts and

adjust the UAV flight path for avoiding conflicts. This system reduces the energy consumption

by shifting the computationally intensive tasks to caching servers, thereby reduced the energy

consumption. Still there exists numerous challenges during the caching server placement because

it requires the joint optimization of caching server locations, UAVs placements and trajectories

due to UAV mobility.
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F. UAV Caching for Civil and Military

Recently, thanks to the cost reduction in UAVs’ manufacturing technologies, the use of UAVs

in civil and military applications that are more convenient for the citizens and soldiers [19],

[23], [39], [120], [125], [126]. The civil applications include surveillance, target searching,

transportation, environmental and industrial monitoring, agriculture services, remote sensing,

video streaming, etc. It is crucial that in among over $127 billion for addressable market value

of UAV uses, there is about $45 billion utilised for civil infrastructure [39] and most civil

applications have been done efficiently by the UAVs, especially the UAV networks [11]. The use

of UAV communications in civil applications can reduce the injuries and the inspection costs and

time compared to conventional methods. Besides civil applications, the UAVs can be utilised in

various military applications from intelligence, surveillance, search and rescue, target tracking,

to reconnaissance (ISTR), so as to make a better combat plan and thus reducing the human loses

[19], [23], [39], [126].

The civil applications certainly generate and request a huge amount of data traffic, meanwhile

many popular urgent contents are requested by the EUs as well as many sensed data and

information needs to be processed. The UAVs are thus equipped with caches and powerful

computation capacity to store the contents at the off-peak time, and then serve the EUs at the

immediate time to lower the traffic load at the backhaul links of 6G networks. The UAVs also

share their computing and caching resources, i.e., acting as the MEC and mobile edge caching

servers, to provide the EUs with correct and real-time forecasts in many civil applications [23].

This way requires the UAVs to register into the cloud platform to fulfill the entire system

architecture of civil applications.

However, the military applications require the UAVs to be equipped with more strict sensing

functions compared to civil applications. The sensors attached to the UAVs collect the information

for the purpose of ISTR. In military applications, different frequency bands, e.g., ultra-high

frequency, are dedicated to ATG communications via an air traffic control, meanwhile signals

are modulated for both short and long transmission ranges [23], [118]. The collected information

can be either processed immediately by the UAVs and communicate with the ground facilities

or cached and conveyed to the remote data center for further complicated processing tasks and

secure authentication mechanisms [127].
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G. UAV Caching for Cyber-physical, AR, and VR

Cyber-physical applications are created based on a disruptive system that combines the physical

domain (humans, machines, objects) and cyber/virtual domain (software, computation, commu-

nications, and control) [119], [120]. In cyber-physical applications, the UAVs are intergraded into

the physical domain and play an important role in establishing a closed loop of operating steps

which are initiated by perceiving data, exchanging information, making decision, and ended

by controlling actuator. To get through the control processes to the actuators, the first three

steps require the data, information, and tasks to be cached in the UAVs for communicating and

computing [57], [119]. It is certain that the UAVs can be in the form of a complex network to

provide cyber-physical applications. In this way, the UAV networks obviously involve not only

the physical domain but also the cyber domain.

Recently, the two emerging visualisation technologies in the cyber-physical system that have

drawn significant attention from both academic and industrial communities are virtual reality

(VR) and augmented reality (AR) [120]. The role of UAV networks with caching in VR and/or

AR applications is thus similar to that in cyber-physical applications. However, in VR and/or

AR applications, most of contents are videos captured and conveyed semantically in rich 3D

representations. The UAV caching models must be equipped with more powerful processing and

computing capacities as well as caching storages to meet the requirement of real-time scene

information collection and synchronisation in the real world, i.e., gaming scenarios [42], [56],

[71].

VII. CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this section, we specify and discuss the main challenges and the research directions about

UAV caching models, techniques, and applications toward 6G networks. The challenges include

social and technical issues. In addition, the research directions focus on a promising UAV caching

optimisation design framework to ensure robustness, stability, URLLC, QoE, SR, and RE for

both the EUs and the networks as shown in Fig. 10. In this framework, a general research

road map is introduced not only for UAV caching but also being flexibly developed for the

other optimisation designs in 6G networks. However, UAV caching designs focus exclusively

on more aspects of EUs and contents/tasks; time, computation, and memory resources of the

UAVs; multi-tier caching and multicast transmission techniques; and real-time solutions.
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Fig. 10: UAV caching optimisation design framework in 6G networks.

A. Social and Technical Challenges

In general, the UAV caching faces the same challenges with the UAV communication networks

including social and technical challenges. The social challenges come from the unwelcomed

impacts on the human life [119]. In spite of various advanced A&Ss provided by UAV caching,

the deployment of UAV networks produces some serious risks to the society such as public

privacy, safety, psychological damage, and environmental pollution [128]. The use of UAVs

therefore must follow a specific set of laws regulated on both national and international levels

[129]. In the near future, it is expected that the laws will be relaxed due to the huge market

value of UAV uses in various A&Ss, but obviously preventing the data leaks coming out from

the UAV caching networks and guaranteeing the basic human rights.

In addition, there still exist many technical challenges of how to ensure 1) the robustness,

stability, and RE for the networks/systems and 2) the URLLC, QoE, and SR for the EUs, as

shown in Fig. 10. It is challenging in 6G scenario in which the networks/systems are more

heterogeneous and dynamic in connection with many aspects of EUs (i.e., mobility, content
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interest, social relationship, and density). In this scenario, large-scale optimisation solutions

require the UAV caching models, techniques, and applications too much computational power

and memory to serve the dense and diverse EUs. And it becomes extremely challenging that

the characteristics of contents/tasks (size, popularity, data rate, and especially rate-distortion

relationship of video) must be considered in the optimisation solutions to improve the UAV

caching performance.

Meanwhile, the other significant challenge to UAVs is the constrained resources. We can see

that the UAVs provide 6G networks with more flexible resources such as time, space, computation

and memory for content and task cache-enabling A&S, beside the common bandwidth, spectrum,

and energy. These resources play an important role in enhancing the performance of 6G networks,

but most of them are limited. For example, on the one hand, the size, weight, and power of

UAVs certainly limit the endurance and serving duration. On the other hand, the UAVs are

usually equipped with lower computation and memory resources compared to the static ground

stations. The technical challenges enable us to propose the UAV caching optimisation design

framework and related research directions in 6G networks discussed in the sequel.

B. UAV Caching Optimisation Design Framework

1) Robustness and Stability Design: In many scenarios, depending on the missions to be

completed, the UAVs are connected in some specific topologies such as flying ad-hoc networks

(FANETs), hierarchical networks, and swarm networks. The UAV networks are capable of

collaborating with other existing networks, e.g., VANETs and D2D networks, as well as with

the ECs and MEC server. These scenarios require the UAV networks to be very high robust and

stable. It means that the UAV networks are equipped with not only flexibility and self-organisation

functions but also hierarchical management and intelligent deployment in both small-scale and

large-scale operations.

The flexibility function is to serve the moving targets in VANETs and civil, safety, and military

A&Ss, meanwhile the self-organisation is to ensure the robust and stable communications and

to prolong the lifetime of the networks. In addition, the hierarchical management and intelligent

deployment are designed for efficiently utilising the UAVs’ and the system’s resources (e.g.,

bandwidth, spectrum, energy, time, computation, and memory), and thus making the UAV

networks more robust and stable. In caching context, the robustness and the stability of UAV
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networks further depend on the content/task characteristics, caching placement and density, and

caching resource sharing and cooperation.

However, a typical optimisation design for the robust and stable UAV networks has not been

studied in the literature. One of the most efficiency solutions for designing a robust and stable

UAV network that does not require any system architecture changes is integrating UAV caching

technique to multi-tier caching [7], multi-hop multi-path communications [116], and multicast

transmission [130], namely C4M solution, for content delivery and data collection. In this way,

the C4M solution will enable the 6G networks to provide the EUs with more robust and stable

selections for content delivery and data collection A&Ss.

2) URLLC, QoE, SR, and RE Design: To catch up the rapid research road map of 6G

technologies, disruptive technologies are being further studied as the enablers for 6G networks,

i.e. quantum communications, UAVs, eMBB, mMTCs, URLLC, artificial intelligence (AI), and

big data. In this context, however, the ever-massive EUs requesting various advanced A&S at

high transmission rate certainly cause heavy congestion at every transceiver of the 6G networks.

In addition, UAV communications generate more possibilities that make the information attacked,

wiretapped, or even stolen by the others. This is in turn extremely challenging to guarantee the

URLLC, QoE, SR, and RE. Therefore, it requires an entire UAV caching optimisation design

framework that involves many aspects of networks/systems, EUs, content/task characteristics,

resources, technologies, and solutions (Fig. 10).

However, due to many aspects involved, traditional frameworks become cumbersome and thus

impossible to meet the real-world A&Ss of UAV caching in 6G networks. So, the prerequisite

approach to propose the UAV caching optimisation design framework is a real-time solution

[131], [132]. The real-time solution can further deal with the large-scale problems and big data

analytics in UAV caching scenarios. To solve the real-world problems within a very limited

processing time, i.e., the time-scales of microseconds or milliseconds, one of the most efficient

methods is parallel and distributed computing. It is noted that parallel and distributed computing

is also quite suitable for content and task caching in terms of load balancing under the limited

resources of UAVs. Another modern method for real-time solution is machine learning-based

sparsity, decomposition, or statistical model. In addition, convex optimisation has been applied

to many science and engineering problems and especially to real-time embedded systems in

which it is able to be redesigned and updated within a given flexible set of constraints including

fast time-scale, sufficient computation and memory, low energy consumption, and high accuracy.
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Further to this, the combination of parallel and distributed computing, machine learning, and

optimisation can be considered as an efficient solution for large-scale UAV caching problems in

6G networks.

3) Green Design: According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), air pollution is the

most dangerous environmental element that is threatening human health, with around 7 million

deaths every year due to air pollution exposure. It is certain that 6G networks are the key to fulfill

the objective of climate neutral, but they are also part of the equation. For example, 10 billion

mobile-connected devices and 5 million base stations will consume 5 GW of power, resulting in

30 Megatons of CO2 emission annually. The existence of UAV caching system in 6G networks

makes the surroundings much more polluted. Besides common energy consumed by flying and

transmission of the UAVs associated with the EUs’ location, the caching of contents (e.g.,

huge size of 360o videos) and tasks further consumes processing and computing energy of the

UAVs associated with the EUs’ interest. Therefore, the proposed UAV caching framework in 6G

networks requires emerging green solutions for parallel distributed computing, machine learning,

real-time optimisation, trajectories, assisted techniques, enabled mechanisms, and applications

and services.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a comprehensive survey of UAV caching models, techniques, and

applications in 6G networks. First, it aims to provide the readers with the background knowledge

of moving the cache from the static ground stations to the flexible air ones. Then, a typical UAV

caching system is introduced to understand how it works in connection with other transceivers

to serve the EUs the advanced A&Ss. Next, the recent UAV caching models are presented and

the common system performance metrics are derived for insightful analyses. After that, the

disruptive techniques that can assist the UAV caching models and the emerging mechanisms

that are enabled by UAV caching models are described to demonstrate the role of UAV caching

in providing the EUs with advanced A&Ss over 6G networks. In addition, many important

A&Ss supported by UAV caching are discussed in detail to see how the EUs benefit from the

UAV caching techniques. Finally, ongoing challenges and open research issues are presented to

provide the readers in both industrial and academic sectors with promising solutions applied to

UAV caching in the future 6G networks.
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